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The shortage of space has become an increasingly important 
consideration within today’s workspace environment.

To fulfill today’s operational demands, provision must be made 
for a productive, efficient and functional environment – yet one 
that has the flexibility for the requirements of tomorrow.

PRODUCT
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Espäcewall provides a modular wall system that 
incorporates individually specified storage options  
to improve your working environment.

Espäcewall creates new storage opportunities by using 
the full height and length of the available area when 
compared to conventional cupboard and filing options.

Espäcewall is capable of combining storage requirements 
and room dividing walls into one efficient product, saving 
costs of conventional dividing walls and storage furniture.

Espäcewall establishes a modern and timeless office 
environment that will provide for and adapt to your 
storage and filing needs now and in the future.

LIMITED  
SPACE
UNLIMITED  
OPPORTUNITIES
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Espäcewall offers innovative 
solutions to familiar office 
problems by providing maximum 
storage capacity in minimal  
floor space.

From business archives to personal 
storage, Espäcewall continually 
provides more storage capacity by 
reclaiming the space typically wasted 
above conventional cupboards and 
filing cabinets.

Filing solutions, shelving options, 
bookcases, plan hangers and much  
more, can all be accommodated  
within Espäcewall.

YOUR  
SPACE 
FLEXIBLE  
PLANNED  
MANAGED 
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SPACE  
FOR HIGH  
STANDARDS 
AND GREAT 
EXPECTATIONS
Efficiency is strived for in every business. 
It is achieved by reducing effort, energy 
and resources.

Espäcewall can be used as a perimeter 
wall or to divide a room. This provides 
practical storage solutions in a cost 
effective manner without losing the 
advantages of solid construction and  
the visual appeal of a timeless design.

Espäcewall options include; display 
units, audio visual presentation units, 
alcoves, personal closets and more.
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SPACE  
SAVING  
CONCEPT
Provision for storage is rarely a priority, 
yet maximum efficiency can only be 
achieved when management of space  
is considered as an integral part of  
the planning process. 
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Espäcewall storage systems 
save up to 65% floor area.

Espäcewall is an economical 
alternative when compared to 
conventional partitions and storage 
furniture.

Espäcewall removes areas that collect 
unsightly material.

Espäcewall can be personalized to provide 
a client-specific layout.

BENEFITS
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Regardless of the size of your project Espäcewall delivers  
a high quality storage solution, carefully finished in your 
choice of colour and material.

We will work closely with you to meet your design aesthetics, 
functional requirements and budget criteria.

We provide you with superior service. Our CAD draftsmen 
work closely with the project manager to help with your design 
layout and renderings. During manufacture we will keep you 
informed of progress and schedules.

SERVICE
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MITYBILT  
PRODUCTS  
INC.

P.O. Box 1158 
20 Limestone Bay 
Stonewall, MB  
Canada  R0C 2Z0

tel   204.467.5790

fax  204.467.5887

email  espacewall@mitybilt.com


